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About This Content

Get crazy about guns! Put on the exclusive Gun Psycho outfit, excel in precision shooting thanks to the reflex sight on your
shiny new Marksman Rifle, and conquer the countryside driving the Wasteland Cruiser. The Gun Psycho Bundle includes: a

new buggy paint job, a new character outfit, and a new weapon blueprint. Note: This content requires Dying Light: The
Following expansion pack.

Dying Light is a first-person, action survival game set in a vast open world. Roam a city devastated by a mysterious epidemic,
scavenging for supplies and crafting weapons to help defeat the hordes of flesh-hungry enemies the plague has created. At night,

beware the Infected as they grow in strength and even more lethal nocturnal predators leave their nests to feed on their prey.
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Polish,Russian,Japanese
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dying light gun psycho bundle. dying light gun psycho bundle ps4

DLC verdict: Get it on sale

Comment:
The paint job for the buggy is okay. So is the outfit you get. Both have a very Mad Max style. But the reason why I
recommend this DLC is the Marksman Rifle. It takes away 40 points from "Rate of fire" but gives you 25 points in
"Accuracy" and cool looking red dot sights for any rifle of your choosing. However, this DLC is NOT part of the
Season Pass or Enhanced Edition. As such it is probably best to get it on sale OR if you want to show more support get
it for the full price, the content is good.

P.S.: You will unlock and use the buggy during The Following campaign expansion.
------------------------------------------------------------------
If you liked this DLC review you can find more in my Review Corner.
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